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Johnson outduels Bryant

By Ken Sugiura 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

11:17 p.m. Wednesday, March 31, 2010

The Hawks brought the house against Kobe Bryant.

At various points Wednesday night, the Los Angeles Lakers guard saw Joe Johnson, Jamal Crawford, Mo

Evans, Josh Smith and Marvin Williams defending him.

They bumped him out of post-ups, were feisty in man-to-man defense on the perimeter and got a hand in

his face when he rose up for jump shots. And Bryant, the 11-time All-NBA player, still scored 28 points.

The Hawks, though, walked away more than satisfied in their 109-92 blowout win over the Lakers, their

ninth consecutive win at Philips Arena.

The plan was to "give him different looks. Sometimes we double-teamed, sometimes we played him straight

up," Crawford said. "Sometimes we act like we're double-teaming and we're not. Just different looks. He's

such a great player, he still gets 25, 28 points, but if you make it as difficult as possible, that works."

Notably, Bryant scored only eight points after halftime -- three in the fourth quarter, where he has made his

reputation as a clutch scorer -- after racking up 20 in the first half.

"I know Kobe made a lot of shots early; he had 20 in the first half," Johnson said. "But the second half, we

were able to contain him and make him take tough shots and stay down [on pump fakes] and keep a body

in front of him."

In the first half, Bryant gave the throngs of Lakers fans what they had come to see. He made a number of

fadeaway jumpers with defenders in his face. In the second quarter alone, he scored 14 points.

"We just tried to contest his shots and make him take tough shots and earn baskets," Evans said. "He

earned all of them tonight."

The Hawks' plan to keep any sort of lid on Bryant and take their chances with the rest of the roster

prevailed. Bryant made 12 of 21 shots (57.1 percent), but his teammates made 21 of 51 shots (41.2

percent).

"Guys had open shots," Lakers coach Phil Jackson said. "I do think they made a special effort on Kobe."

Johnson drew Bryant the most often, and he was physical with him, particularly as Bryant tried to establish

position close to the basket.
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Johnson, meanwhile, responded with a team-high 25 points, including 5-of-9 shooting from 3-point range.

Most came against forward Ron Artest, a noted defensive stopper. He also dealt out eight assists and had

only one turnover.

Johnson acknowledges he kicks up his game against the Lakers, "because they've been so dominant over

the years. They're pretty much going to get everybody's best game."
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